Gas App Uk
Extended Case Study

Gas App Uk is an award
winning app for gas engineers
to find resources and information
related to their day to day work.
It includes manuals, tools,
checklists and other useful
documents, forms functionality,
discussion area, HSE news and a
horror show section.
The manuals section includes manuals
for boilers, gas fires and warm air units.
These can be downloaded to the app and
are cached for offline viewing once they
have been downloaded.

Gas App Uk presents a large variety of tools and features that helps to aid in
simplifying and improving the work of a gas engineer.

The forms section is used
to fill out forms such as
warning notices, gas safety
records and job sheets. The
user enters all of the information
and the app produces a great
looking PDF form which can be
emailed to the customer. The tools
cover pipe sizing, combustion ratios
and a purge calculator.
The horror show and break-time sections
allow users of the app to interact. The
break-time area is a discussion forum and the
horror show allows users to post pictures of
bad practice which are then voted on to pick
the worst.

We built all of
the components
of the application
including the cloud
based database, API,
Content Management System
and iOS & Android Apps. The
apps are optimised for tablets so also
look great on iPads and Android tablets.
The app is subscription based so we integrated
with in-app purchasing on iOS and in-app billing
on Android. These subscriptions are autorenewing after 12 months, the platform does
everything necessary to validate and renew the
subscriptions.
A CMS is available to manage all of the
content in the app and keep on top of the user
generated content, some of which needs to be
moderated before it is published.
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